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Abstract. This paper presents a comparatively general method for specifying a ‘data constraint* 
on a parameterized ata type (i.e., specifying just which category of algebras it is supposed to be 
defined or correct on). and shows that there is a simple canonical form for such constraint 
specifications. We also show how such constraints may be employed to give ‘loose’ specifications 
of data types. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper presents a comparatively general methcd for specifying a “data 
constraint” on a parameterized ata type (i.e., specifying just which category of 
algebras it is supposed to be defined or correct on), and shows that there is a simple 
canonical form for such constraint specifications. 
The remainder of this introduction consists of a review of the intuitive and basic 
algebraic ideas behind the algebraic approach to data ty e specification. 
we hope, serve both as an intuitive framework and ource of motivation for the 
more technical developments of the core of the paper. e remaining sections present 
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a rigorous development of the theory using the material on many-sorted theories 
and their algebras developed in [I]. 
The algebraic approach to data types is based on the intuition that a data type 
consists of a family of named sets (types) together with a collection of named 
operations between these sets. Such a collection named sets and operations corre- 
sponds directly to the mathematical concept of an S-sorted Z-algebra. Intuitively, 
the elements of S, the sorts, are the names of the different types (e.g. booI, int, 
int) while the elements of C denote operations on the carriers corre- 
sponding to the sorts. 
An initial abstract data type then corresponds to an isomorphism class of S-sorted 
Z-algebras. The desired intuitive properties of representation and implementation 
independence being captured by identifying all algebras that are ‘the same up to 
isomorphism’. We will also want to consider, what we call, polymorphic abstract 
data types consisting of categories of Z-algebras which, though closed under 
isomorphism in a manner to be defined later, may contain nonisomorphic algebras. 
The intuition being that such a polymorphic data type captures a class of algebras 
which are ‘behaviorally equivalent’ even though not Isomorphic, or, put another 
way, the category may include ‘implementations’ as well as the intended type pier 
se. However, we will postpone further discussion of polymorphic data types until 
the end of this section. 
A signature C together with a set of (equational or conditional) axioms E defines 
a category of algebras Alg s,,Em This Category consists of all the Z-algebras satisfying 
the axioms E, together with the homomorphisms between them. 
Such a category of algebras always his initial objects, that is, algebras I with the 
property that for any algebra A in the category there is exactly one homomorphism 
,5 : i+ A. It is easy to show that the initial algebras form an isomorphism class. 
ehind the initial algebra approach to data type specification is to choose 
a set of axioms E such that the initial algebras of Algz,E are the desired isomorphism 
class of Z-algebras. 
The next step is to generalize to the notion of a parameterized ata type. Here 
one has two signatures, 2, (&-sorted) and & ( S2-sorted), and the parameterized 
data type is a particular construction which takes ‘appropriate’ &-data types 
( &-algebras) to &-data types (&algebras). An abstract parameterized ata type 
is defined to be an isomorphism class of functors from some subcategory of .Alg,, 
to some subcategory of Algr,. In most of the literature it is the case that S, 6: S2 
and & c .& (in the evident sense) and the construction is restricted so as to take a 
&-data type A to a &-data type A’ whose Z,-reduct is A. The intuitive idea behind 
that last restriction is that the parameterized data type should not modify its 
parameter. A parameterized ata type with this property is said to be persistent. The 
precise definition of persistency is somewhat more complex (see Section 3) but that 
need not concern us yet. 
A simple example is the parameterized ata type which, given any set D with a 
distinguished element *? forms the data types of UES with operations: enqueuc 
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x2 
Fig. 1. 
(add d E D to the back of the queue), dequeue (take the first element of the queue), 
and the constant (0-ary operation) empty (empty queue). We refer to Fig. 1 for a 
pictorial representation. The desired parameterized ata type queue-of-D is then a 
construction which, given a &-algebra D (i.e., a set D = DDATA, with a designated 
element *&, yields any &algebra isomorphic to the &-algebra A with 
A DATA = D, AQuEuEs = D* (the set of strings on D), 
emptyA = h (the empty queue), enqueue(d, s) = sd, 
dequeue( ds) = d, dequeue(h) = *a. 
The idea behind the algebraic approach to specification is that the kind ofconstruc- 
tions we have in mind can be specified by appending sets of axioms El and E2 
respectively, to the signatures Z1 and & respectively (thus forming respective 
presentations (2, , E,) and (&, I$)) so that the desired semantics is the free construc- 
tion from the category Alg x,,~, (of Z, -algebras satisfying the axions in E,) to the 
category AlgG,k. To get such a free construction it is first necessary (and sufficient) 
to specify an appropriate algebraic functor U : Alg%,& + AlgsE, . This is sometimes 
done by requiring & G & and E, G &, but more sophisticated notions of morphisms 
between presentations can also be employed. The above example of the construction 
from DATA to QUEUE!3 can be easily given by appending such axioms and, indeed, 
it can be done so that the specified construction is persistent oil all values for its 
parameters. 
The next question is how to apply such a parameterized ata type to a data type 
given as an argument. Put another way, how do we pass parameters to it and what 
do we want as the result? 
The intuitive idea is easily seen by looking at examples. The simplest examples 
are those where we apply a parameterized ata type to a single data type* For 
example, we can apply the above parameterized ata types 
type for the natural numbers with designated eleme 
(see Fig. 2). The expected result is the data type ‘ 
evident data type with signature as shown in Fig. 3. 
The important thing to note here is that the new type consists of more than just 
the result of applying the QUEUES construction to the &-algebra consisting of 
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Fig. 2. 
enqueue 
Fig. 3. 
the set of natural numbers with designated object 0, but it ‘also contains the ‘succ’ 
operation. This re 
more data types to 
not lead to the loss 
or application. 
s the intuition that we do not expect the process of adding 
ones to cause changes in the old ones (in particular, it should 
perations). Thus, parameter passing is not simply composition 
This is even clearer when we apply the QUEUES parameterized ata type to 
itself, to form a new arameterized ata type ‘QUEUES-of-QUEUES’ as shown in 
Fig. 4. In this example we ‘passed’ QUEUES to DATA taking the designated element 
to be empty. (Note, the overloading of operators that occurs in this example does 
not cause mathematical difficulties and, for that matter, can be easily eliminated.) 
As is well-known, the desired behavior can be precisely described by means of 
a pullback (or pushout) in the appropriate category. In the above examples 
everything works smoothly and the resulting construction is again persistent (see [3]). 
Fig. 4. 
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But parameter passing becomes more difficult when we consider parameterized 
types with more complex ‘formal parameters’. The best known example of such 
complex formal parameters is the parameterized ata type for forming finite sets of 
equivalence classes of some set D with an equivalence relation eq (see Fig. 5). There 
are two problems here that are brought on by the desire to have an equivalence 
predicate (operator) eq ? on the parameter 
(1) First of alil, regardless of which equational axioms we choose, there will be 
&-algebras that are not what we intuitively have in mind (more specifically, there 
will be algebras A in which AsooL has only one element (so, in effect, T = F), and 
there will be algebras A in which ABooL has too many elements. 
(2) Regardless of which equational axioms E, and E2 we choose, the resulting 
free construction will not be persistent on all the algebras in Ig,,,E, (this will be 
true even if we employ hidden sorts and operations). 
Fortunately, it is possible, indeed reasonably straightforward, to choose axiom 
sets E, and E2 so that the construction works properly on (in particular, it is 
persistent on) the algebras we really want to apply it to, namely those algebras A 
such that ABoo,_ = {T, F}, and Tf F. But this means that it is not enough to specify 
the construction (by, say, giving Xi and Ei, i = 1, 2, and a presentation morphism 
between them); we must also indicate what subcategory of 1, .Ei corresponds to 
the valid absolute parameters. Such a subcategory is gener called a constrained 
subcategory on h&E, 3 E, - 
There are, of course, many possible ways to s ecify constraints, ranging iron: the 
strictly informa! to the mathematics this paper we examine an algebraic 
approach which generalizes ma 
To give some idea of the method, let us show how we can specify the desired 
subcategory for the above example ir; a very abstract, algebraic manner The problem 
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is, given 
category 
{TA, FAI 
but that 
Fig. 6. 
the signature corresponding to the picture in Fig. 6, to specify the sub- 
D of the category Algz consisting of those algebras A in which A BOOL = 
and TA # F,+. (We also want to force eq?A to be an equivalence relation, 
is comparatively trivial once we have made ABooL to behave correctly.) 
Here is one way to specify the constraint: Consider the specification morphisms fi 
and f2 corresponding to the evident inclusions between the signatures hown in Fig. 
7. Here 0 denotes the empty specification (no sorts, no operations), so that Al& is 
the category with one object, the unique algebra 8 with no carriers and no operations. 
Now, corresponding to f2 there is a ‘forgetful functor’ U2 which, given any 
&algebra A, gives you the &algebra B with BBooL = ABOOL, TB = TA, FB = FA 
(so, in effect, U2 ‘forgets’ eq?A and ADATA ). Corresponding to f, there is a ‘forgetful 
functor’ U, which takes every &-algebra to the 0-Llgebra 8 (so UI forgets all 
carriers and operations). Then, corresponding to UI, there are the free constructions 
Fig. 7. 
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which take % to the initial &-algebras. But the initial &-algebras are exactly those 
&-algeb A such that ABooL = , FA} and TA # FA. Thus, we claim, the desired 
category is the subcategory of consisting of all those algebras A such that 
AU, is an initial &algebra. 
In the remainder of the paper we present a way of generalizing from the above 
example to an algebraic approach to constraint specification that is compatible with 
the familiar algebraic approaches to the specification of parameterized ata types. 
We shall also show, by means of examples, how such constraints can be conveniently 
utilized to specify polymorphic data types, and thus, how they provide a rigorous 
framework in which to write ‘loose specifications’. 
2. Abstracting abstract data types 
Our purpose here is to make a fresh attack upon the issues outlined in the 
introduction that will bring to bear a maximum amount of mathematical power So, 
rather than talk about presentations of algebras (or data types) and various notions 
of presentation morphisms, we shall talk about algebraic theories and theory morph- 
isms. In particular we shall employ algtibraic theories in the sense of Lawvere [5], 
(see [l]) rather than in the sense of Burstall and Goguen [2]. In [l] we defined and 
developed some of the properties of the category 99 of ranked theories. That 
category is the natural abstraction of the category of ranked theories employed by 
Goguen and Burstall [2]. (More precisely, 33 is a coreflexive subca+ygory of their 
category.) Thus, when we speak of an algebraic theory T, it is very similar to a 
presentation (or Burstall-Goguen E-theory) (2: E), and when we speak of a theory 
morphism f: T1 + T2, it is very similar to a presentation morphism (or Burstall- 
Goguen theory morphism) f: (2, , E,) + (&, Ez). However, we shall generally go 
one step further and, rather than talk about a theory T, we shall talk about the 
corresponding variety of T-algebras (i.e., the category 
homomorphisms between them) and, instead of a theor 
shall talk about an algebraic fttnctor U: TF+ 
lat of many sorted varieties 
no difference since 9.7 and 
say, the arrows in BY getting the dual cate 
is also shown in [l], the embedding of the category 
all categories preserves limits and this provi 
out our development. 
Put another way, in this paper we shall take a sema tics-based rather than a 
syntax-based approach to data types. 
We now reformulate some of the fundamental concepts of the algebraic a 
es within this 
( I ) A nonparameterized polymorphic data 
algebraic category T”, where a subcategory 
replete subcatego 
is replete iff .4 E 1 
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a! : B E A is an isomorphism in Tb, then ar E D. The theory T corresponds directly 
to a presentation (S, 2, E), and Tb corresponds to the category of all algebras 
satisfying the presentation. As given, this definition is really too weak since there 
is really no restriction on the choice of We believe that the forma! constraints 
developed in this paper provide a suitable means for restricting the choice of 
a meaningful manner. 
(2) A nonparameterized initial data type is the isomorphism class of all initial 
algebras in some algebraic category Tb. This, as we shall see later, is just a special 
example of a constraint. 
rameterized polymoqhic data type is a functor V: D2 + D, where, for 
is a replete subcategory of some algebraic category TF and V is the 
striction of some algebraic functor U : Tt + TF. Again, the intuition is that D1, 
and the relationship between them will be restricted by suitable formal constr;Pints. 
That U is an algebraic functor corresponds directly to the syntactic requirement 
that we have two presentations Pi = (Si, Zip Ei), i = 1, 2 (Pi being a presentation for 
T, i = 1,2) together with a presentation morphism (h, H) : P, + P2 (h : S, + S2, H = 
(H,, : (Z,),, + (&)hyhv 1 u, v E (S,)*), where E,+H( E,), i.e., H preserves equations). 
Given an algebra AE Tt, AU is the algebra in TF such that, for each s E S: , 
(AU), = Ah(sj and, for each operation a~ 2, cAU = H(v)A. 
(4) A parameterized initial (or-free) data type is the class of all functors F : TF -, TF 
which are left-adjoint to U for some given (fixed) algebraic functor U : Tt + TF; 
that is, such that there exists a 1 T$indexed family of homomorphisms (VA : A + 
AFUIAE IT;I) such that, for each A E IT:1 and each homomorphism h : A + BU, 
there exists a unique 6: AF + B such that VA 0 (6IJ) = h. Or, equivalently, there 
exists a I T!$indexed family of homomorphisms (Q : BUF+ B I B E I TF() such that, 
:I and each homomorphism h : AF + B, there exists a unique A: A + 
BU such that (EF) 0 &A = h. Generally, we further restrict our attention to those 
A E TF which are ‘ U-persistent’, i-e., for which TA is an isomorphism since, c’s noted 
in the introduction, this captures the idea that the construction does not modify the 
parameters. In particular, the notion sketched in the introduction of constraining 
the parameters of such data types to some category D1 of TF requires that each 
1 be U-persistent. 
morphic and initial parameterized ata types look very different in the above 
presentation. That is mainly because we wanted to use the traditional [ 151 definition 
for parameterized ata types where the parameterized ata type is defined as an 
isomorphism class of functors. To put the definition of initial parameterized ata 
types in the form of the definition of a polymorphic d type, it suffices to &fine 
2 to be the set of all algebras of the form AF for A and 1F: l&&joint to U. 
As we shall see later, pling this with the requirement that each AE 
U-persistent means that is given by a constraint. Indeed, initial parameterized 
types l+&ll correspond to what we shall call strong constraints, while general polymor- 
ic types dl correspond to what we shall call weak constraints. 
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We now introduce the key concept of the U-persistency of an algebraic functor 
U, together with the closely related concept of U-freeness. Recall that the intuitive 
idea is that an algebraic functor U : T:+ is persistent at A E 1 
construction corresponding to U does not modify A.’ This intuitive idea is made 
precise as follows. 
3.1. Definitisn. Let U : T: + T; be algebraic; t
if, for all adjoint situations (F, U, 7, E) : TF + 
we say that A E 1 is U-persistent 
it holds that TA FU=A. 
Off hand, it may seem that we could get away with less: perhaps AFU = A or, 
at least, AFU = A. However, to begin with, the simple equality AFU = A is too 
restrictive for a theory dealing with isomorphism classes. But, more important, the 
simple isomorphism AFU = A is too general since, for example, with the definition, 
the construction which, given a set S, forms a new set by adding a distinguished 
e-element o S (yielding the set S u {e}) would be persistent for an infinite set S. 
We hope that you agree that adding an element o an infinite set does indeed modify 
the set and thus that this construction does not satisfy our intuitive notion of 
persistency. In any case, this construction does not satisfy our formal definition of 
persistency since, for any set S, the corresponding component qs of the unit is the 
obvious proper injection of S in S u {e} which, of course, is not an isomorphism. 
We now introduce a concept, U-freeness, that is essentially the dual to the notion 
of U-persistency. As explained more fully below, this concept is also related to the 
notion of ‘f-free’ introduced by Burstall and Goguen [2]. 
efinition Let U : T! + TF be algebraic; then we say that A E 1 
for all adjoint situations (F, U, 7, 8) : T1 b+ T& it holds that &A : AUF = A. 
We shall now state a number of results on U-freeness. Similar results hold for 
U-persistency. 
The following fact shows that we can replace ‘for all’ in the above definitions by 
‘for some’. 
. Let (F, U, qF, gF): 
ations; then, for each A E 1 
and (6, U, qG, gG): be adjoint ad- 
=A iffE?P.UG=A. 
Since F and G are both adjoints of U, it immediately follows that 
AUF for all A E 1 ‘;I and the result is immediate. Cl 
F be algebraic; the 
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. Assume A is U-free and that L : A’s A; then we have the following commuting 
diagram: 
AAAUF 
A’- A’ UF 
&A’ 
Then A U-free means that &A is an isomorphism, but c is an isomorphism by 
assumption, and cUF is an isomorphism since functors preserve isomorphisms, thus 
&A’ is also an nsomorphism. Cl 
This last fact shows that the full subcategory of 2’; determined by the U-free 
(U-persistent) algebras is replete, where replete is defined as follows. 
efinition. A subcategory of a category C is said to be replete if, for all 
I, if G : d z c is an isomorphism in C, then c E D. Note that this definition of 
‘replete’ is slightly stronger than the one given in [4]. 
The following proposition establishes the close relationship between U-freeness 
and U-persistency. 
sition. Let U : T: + be an algebraic functor and let (FL, U, Q, E) : 
oin t situation ; then 
(1) foralZAE1 A is U-free implies AU is U-persistent; 
(2) for all A E ! T$ A is U-persistent implies A F is U-free. 
Follows directly from the triangle equalities: TAU 0 ( EA U) = 1Au and 
(TAF) ’ &Al= = lAF which hold for any adjoint situation (see [6]). 0 
As noted above, U-freeness is related to Burstall and Goguen’s notion of f-freeness 
(for f a theory morphism ). Namely, letting U : i=fbbethealg 
functor corresponding to x and letting F be a left-adj U, we have A E 
f-free iff AUF = A. The di erence is that they do not require the isomorphism to 
be a component of the co-unit of the adjunction. Arguments similar to those given 
above for U-persistency suggest that their definition is too general and that the 
definition given above captures more of the intuitive concept. 
e following lemma is needed for the proof of the ‘key lemma’ given below. 
! be algebraic; en there exists an adjoin? situation 
that, *for each A E 1 :I, if VA: A = AFU, then there exists BE 1 
such that qs = lg. 
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mof. Let ( G, U, $, E ‘> : : be any adjoint situation for G. Then to construct 
the desired adjoint situation (F, U, v, E) it suffices to choose IFi, the object part of 
7 such that, for any A E ITFI, if 7X: A = AGU, then AGU(FI = AG and 
TAGU= 1AFU, and such that otherwise IFI and 7 agree with ICI and q’. What we 
must show then is that 1~1 and q have the necessary universal property; that is, for 
each B E IT$ and f: 23 + CU, there exists a unique $: ~1~13 C such that q8$ =J: 
We need only consider the cases where BIFI# BJ G), i.e., those cases where B = AGU, 
A # AGU, but ~a: A = AGU. In such a case however, the fact that (G, U, $, E’) is 
an adjoint situation says that if we take g = 7 a of, then there exists a unique morphism 
g such that 
But then, since 1~1s is an isomorphism and 7B = 1B = lA”G, we have qB 0 @_J =f, so 
it suffices to take $ = g. 0 
The next lemma is the key lemma for much of the material in this paper. It is 
closely related to the ‘extension lemma’ of [3] and the ‘amalgamation lemma’ 
[ 11, Lemma 8.1151. 
3.8. mma. Consider the diagram 
V 
T; - T; 
in Flat, where (u, n is a pullback for ( U, V). Then 
(1) #br each A E I T$ A V U-persistent implies A D-persistent; 
(2) for each B E I T4bJ, Bv U-free implies B D-free; 
(3) if (F, U, 7, E): TF+ TF and (E u, +j, E): t + Ti are adjoint situations, then, 
for all A E I TtJ, A V U-persistent implies AVF = AFE 
etch the proof of (1) and (3). By emma 3.7, it is easy to see that if 
-algebra A such that AV is persis nt, then it is no loss of gener 
to assume that AV = AVFU (i.e., that 7AV = 1Av). Recall that the pullba 
preserved under the embedding of Now, identify the algebra A with 
the functor from 
hen with A so viewed, we have 
A yJ= A VFU. But all that must be shown then is that 1 A : A + Au is universal, i.e., 
that for each B E I T,J and $: A + Bu there exists a unique $: A + B such f!~ .fu =.f 
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Consider any such f: A + So. Now, fV: A V+ BOV but OV = VU, so fV: A V-, 
BVCL So, since F is left-adjoint to U, there exists a unique $: AVF-, Bv such that 
fTJ=fK 
Let 2 be the category with two objects (1 and 2) and one morphism g between 
them. Then we have functors G, : 2 + T3 (G, : g-f) and G2: 2 + Tz ( Gz: g ++f) in 
Cat such that G, V = G2 U. Ther., since (0, n is a pullback for ( U, V) in Cat (as 
well as in Flat), there exists a unique G : 2 + T4 such that GU = GI (i.e., gGU =fl 
and Gv= Gz (i.eV9 gGv=f*). But IGU = A and lGv= AVF imply 1G = A, whiie 
2GU= So and 2Gv= Bv imply 2G= B. Thus,f=gG:A-* B such thatrU=J: 
It only remains to show that $ is unique. Say then that h : A-, B such that 
h~=f:A-,Bij.Thenhi7:ABjBQbutAe=AVFsohQ:AVF~Bii\lithh~I= 
JdV=fV. Thus, ho=f’ (by the adjointness of F and U) and so h=f by the 
pullback. Cl 
4. Background material for specifying constraints 
We now provide a fairly general setting for defining and analysing constraints 
We begin by defining two categories which will form the basis to our approach to 
data constraints. 
4.1. DefMtion. Define Weak to be the category whose objects are pairs ( Tb, D) 
where Tb~ IFlat and D is a replete subcategory of Tb. A morphism from object 
(TF, 0,) to object (TF, Dz) is an algebraic functor U : TF + T! such that D1 U c Dz. 
4.2, Definition. Define Strong to be the subcategory of Weak with the same objects 
and as morphisms from object (TF, DJ to object (Tt, Dt) those algebraic functors 
U: TF+ 7: such that 
( I) each element of 1 Dzl is U-persistent; 
(2) element of 1 Dll is U-free; 
(3) D2F c D, for any adjoint situation (F, U, 7, F); 
(4) D,Uc D2. 
We leave it to the reader to prove that Weak is a category. The proof that Strong 
is a category icj somewhat more complex and we shall spell it out below. 
4,3. Proposition. Strong is a category. 
Proof. Let U, : (Tf, D,) + (Ti, D2) and U2 : (T\S, D,) + (TF, D3) be strong morphisms; 
then we must show that U, 0 Uz: (TF, Dl) + (T& D3) is a strong morphism. To this 
end, let (F, , Cl,, q, E) : T’S + T\I and ( Fz, Uz, ij, E) : TF+ TF be adjoint situations. 
Then, as is well known, ( F2 0 F, , U, 0 U2, ;i, g): TF + TF is an adjoint situation where, 
for erch A E IT!& 
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and, for each BE IT% 
EBU,F, ’ &B. 
But then, if A E IDal, we have jjA is an isomorphism and AF,e ID21 so that qAFi is 
also an isomorphism. Then however, I) A&& is an isomorphism and so ijA is an 
I isomorphism, thus every object in D3 is ( CJ, 0 U&persistent. A similar argument 
shows that every object in Dr is (CJ, 0 C&)-free. The remaining conditions are 
trivial. Cl 
4.4. Definition. Let C be a category and let Br C; then by the replete closure oj B 
in C we mean the smallest subcategory D c C such that D is replete anrS BG D. 
(Recall that D replete in C implies that if d E IDI and c : d = i’ is an isomorphism 
in C, then c is in 0.) 
4.5. Fact. Let U : Tb 2 + 2’: be algebraic, let D be a subcategory of TF, crrrd let (F, U, r), E) 
and (F, U, ii, E) be adjoint situations; then the replete closures of DF and DF ate 
identical. 
Proof. It suffices to show that DF is contained in the replete closure of DE For 
this, let ct : A + B in D, then letting L : F=d be the natural isomorphism from F to 
F we have the following commuting diagram: 
BF- BF 
From which it follows that GA 0 (aF) 0 (~g)-’ = arE But LA, 6B9 and bi’, being 
isomorphisms involving an object from DF, are in the replete closure of DE Thus, 
since the replete closure of DF is a category and so, closed under composition, it 
follows that arF is in the replete closure of DE Cl 
4.6. Fact. Let U : (Ti, D2) + (TF, 0,) be a sttorlg morphism; then D, determines D2 
and vice vetsa. Mote precisely, if (F, U, 11, e) : TF + Tt is an adjoint situation, then 
l D2 is the replete closure oj* D, F in Ti; 
l D, is the replete closure of D2U in Tt. 
Proof. By the definition of strong morphism we know that D,Fc D2. But D2 is 
replete and thus the replete closure of D,F is contained in Dz. On the other hand, 
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if cu : d, --, d2 is in 2, then the diagram 
d2 * Ed2 d2 UF 
a T 1 UUF I 
dl - dl UF 
Edl 
commutes by the definition of co-unit. But, by the definition of strong morphism, 
&d, and &d2 are isomorphisms and atU E 1. Then “4, &d2, and aUF 
are in the replete closure of &F and thus, so is cz = (Ed,)-* 0 QC UF 0 cd2. Thus o2 is 
contained within the replete closure of DJ? This, together with the above, completes 
the proof of the first half of the theorem. 
A dual argument yields the second half of the theorem. U 
position. 7be category Weak is small complete (has all small limits). 
roof. This follows, in large part, from the fact that the embedding of F 
preserves limits (see [I]). In particular, this fact means that we can forget Flat and 
carry out the whole argument in Cat. 
It suffices to prove that Weak has equalizers and small products (see [S]). 
We first prove the existence of equalizers. Given morphisms 
in Cat, we claim that the desired equalizer object is the pair ( Tb, D) where Tb is 
the equalizer object for UI , U2 in Cat (that is, it consists of the objects and morphisms 
in F on which U, and U2 agree) and is the ‘intersection’ of D, and Tb (or, 
consists of those objects and morphisms from Dl on which U, and 
ly, we claim that the desired equalizer morphism is just the inclusion 
follows from the above-mentioned lemma. We muat show that 
of Tb. Let d E IDI where :d=t in T; then c is an 
1, implying t E It remains to show that e 
satisfies the equalizer properties, but that is easily seen by inspection. 
We shall only prove that nd leave the general case 
to the reader. Given objects ( , we claim that the product 
object is 
and the product projections, ri : 
ding lemma. No 
i, we need to show that c E 
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But, for i = 1,2, &vi : di + ti is an isomorphism (since ri is an algebraic functor and 
s preserve isomorphisms); thus, bwi : di s ti, SO CT~ E i, whence 6~ 
4,8. Corollary. Given U, : (Tt, 
their pullback consists of W, : ( 
W, : Tb + Tt, and W2: Tb + Ti form the pull6 
precisely the subcategory of Tb consisting of a 
that t W, E D3 and tW2 E 
Proof. Foilows directly from the above proof together with the definition of pullback 
in terms of product and equalizer. 0 
4.9. Proposition. Let 
be a pullback diagram in Weak; then Ui E Strong (i = 1 or 2) implies W: E Strong. 
Proof. This is essentially the result of Lemma 3.8. The details are as foElows: 
Say that U, : ( C2, *) + (C, , D,) is strong; then we must show that WI : ( 4)+ 
W 
fol 
3) is strong. That is, letting F be a left-adjoint for U, and F be a left-adjoint 
, we must have 
(I) each element of D3 is WI-persistent; 
(2) each element of DE, is W, -free; 
4s for (1): Since UZ is a weak morphism, we have 1, but since L.$ is strong, 
we know that each el is Q-persistent, so by Lemma 3.8(l), it follows 
that each element of 
Part (2) follows similarly from Lemma 3.8(2). 
To see (3), let d E 
replete by the defini 
dFW,=dU,FE ether with (dF) 
Lemma 4.8. Cl 
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Proof. For i = 1, 2, let (4, Ui, vi, Ei) be an adjoint situation. Then (& x F2, Ul x 
kl,, vl x 7~~) q x Q) is also an adjoint situation (where, for Ai E 1 ;SFl, i = %,2, we have 
that (% x %)(A, .Az) = %,A, X q2,Az and similarly for &I X e2). But then, since everything 
here is defined componentwise, it is easy to see that the conditions for UI x U2 E 
(Definition 4.2) are met. 0 
efinitioa. Let U : Ti+ Ti be an algebraic functor and let Di be a replete 
subcategory of TF. Then we define 
(I) CWk( U, D2) to be the smallest replete subcategory D of TF such that 
U : (Ti, D3 + (TF, D) is a weak morphism; 
(2) Wk( U, Dl) to be the largest replete subcategory D of Ti such that U : (T!, D) + 
(TF, DJ is a weak morphism. 
g that every algebra in D, is U-persistent, define 
,) to be the unique category D G TF such that U: (T!, D) + (TF, DJ 
is a strong morphism. 
Finally, assuming that every algebra in D2 is U-free, define 
(4) CSt( Ug Dt) to be the unique category D c_ TF such that U : (Ti, D2) + (TF, D) 
is a strong morphism. 
The construction will not play an important role in the fcliowing since 
CSt( Ug = CWk( U, D;) whenever the left-hand side is defined (see Theorem 5.9). 
.12. Proposition. Let U : Ti + T! be algebraic. Then, 
(1) for any replete subcategory D c T& ICWk( U, D)l = the replete closure of 
WWIDI~; 
(2) for any replete subcategory DC_ TF, IWIC( U, D)I = {d Id E IT:~, dU E IDI}. 
roof. Part (1) is trivial. 
For the second part of the proof we must show that D2 = D1 U-’ is the 1sTgest 
replete subcategory of Ti such that U: (Ti, D2)+ (TF, DJ is a weak morphism. 
Since we require D2U c_ D,, it only remains to prove that D, U-’ is replete. Now, 
l U-’ being not replete would require the existence of d E IDI U-l1 and L : d = d’ 
in TF with I& But U, being a functor, preserves isomorphisms and so, 
cU:dU=d’U. efp however, dU E I J implies cU E ,, thus c is in 
Looking back to our example in Section 1, we see that the desired constraint 
there can be written concisely as 
ress a wide range of constraints as 
and CSt. klnfortunately, not all terms 
written using these operator correspond to valid constraints since some such terms 
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are meaningless. Two classes of valid constraints that can be written using the 
operators St, Wk, CWk, and CSt can be characterized as follows. 
efinition. Let T be a theory, and let b be the corresponding category of 
T-algebras. Then a subcategory of Tb is said to be a linearly constrained (polymor- 
phic) data tape on Tb if 
(1) D=Tb; or 
(2) there exists an algebraic functor U : 
6x-y d Z-free alge 
constrained on 
(iii) D, is linearly constrained on T yi U-persistent, and 
D = St( U, D,); or 
(3) there exists an algebraic functor U : TF + Tb and 
(i) D is the category of U-persistent algebras in Tb, or 
is linearly constrained on Ti, and 
(iii) D, is linearly constrained on TF, every element of Q is U-free, and 
CSt( Q 0,). As noted earlier, this is just a special case of (3)(ii). 
As noted above, the example from S&ion 1 showing how to constrain 
to have exactly two elements illustrates the use of Wk and St in a linear constraint. 
So it remains to motivate the inclusion of CWk and CSt in the above definition. 
However, as we shall show later (at the beginning of Theorem 5.9), any occurrence 
of CSt in a linear constraint can be replaced by CWk, and so wt; shall just illustrate 
the use of CWk. 
5.2. Example. First a simple example. Let T be the theory with presentation 
({s), 0,0) (i.e., with no operations and, consequently, no equations). Then the 
category Tb of T-algebras has as objects all sets, and as morphisms all functions; 
that is Tb - Set. Using CWk we can pick out the subcategory ofall sets of n elements 
for any given, finite n. For example, to get the category Two of two-element sets, 
let W, : SSOLb + Lb+ Tb be the evident forgetful functors; then 
‘Ilivo = CW( u*, St( Ul , 
In effect, what w oing in this example is employing the constant operators 
“L-l- and “‘F” of as ‘hidden functions’ in the definition the data type of 
two-element sets. 
.3. gle. As th.e previous example may suggest, he major significance of the 
CWk constraint is that it provides a means for dealing nea 
ploying ‘hidden functions’. For example, a linearly co 
are given by the appropriate 
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injective presentation morphisms) will consist precisely of the aigebras A such 
that AU3 is a -algebra consisting of the ‘visible part’ (i.e., ‘nonhidden part’) of 
an initial -algebra. Since, as proved in [IS], there exist data types that have no 
finite specifications (i.e., an infinite number of equations are required) that can be 
finitely specified using ‘hidden functions’, this kind of constraint should be of definite 
practical importance. Note, by the way, that CWk also handles ‘hidden sorts’ and 
‘hidden equations’. 
We can go a 
on constraints 
step beyond linear constraints and introduce an intersection 
getting, what we shall call, compound constraints. 
operation 
efinitioa. Let T be a the and let Tb be the corresponding category of 
gebras. Then a subcategory of Tb is said to be a compound constrained on 
b if it satisfies the above definition with ‘linearly constrained’ changed to ‘compound 
constrained’ and with the additional clause: 
(4) If D1 and D2 are compound constrained on Tb, then so is D = D, n D2, the 
inserscction of D, and D2. 
For some more examples of linear and compound constraints, see Section 6. 
Notation: -When writing linear or compound constraints as terms over St, Wk, 
CSt, and CWk, we shall abuse notation and write cases (2)(i) and (3)(i) of the 
above definitions as follows: 
= St( u, P), 
for is the category of U-free algebras in Tb, U: Tb+ T’; (the intuition is that 9 
is the category of U-persistent algebras in TF), and 
= CSt( u, 9), 
is the category of U-persistent algebras in Tb, where U : TF + Tb (the intuition 
is that s is the category of U-free algebras in TF). 
It is easily seen that any term representing a linear constraint of length n corre- 
sponds to a sequence of n + 1 objects 
together with a sequence of n algebraic functors U,,, . . . , U, where, for 
each i=l,..., n, each Ui is designated as being either weak or strong and the 
following conditions hold: 
en if Ui is designated 
(which, by Fact 4.6, 
is designated to be weak, 
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(3) if w,: 5: + T!_, and U, is designated to be strong, then 
h/,-free algebras in while if U,, is designated to be weak, th 
and U,, is designated to be strong, then 
U-persistent algebras in T:, while if U, is designted to be weak, then 
is designated weak, then we require 
is designated weak, then we require 
The semcrntics of a !inear constraint of length n is defined to be the category 
DO c Tb (end of notation). 
Note that the semantics of the constraint is completely determined by the al raic 
functors Ui and their designations (as weak or strong) since the categories and 
Di are all forced by the above requirements. Of course, it is a very nontrivial matter 
to check if a given sequence of morphisms from k forms a linear constraint. 
Fortunately, we can show that every linear or compound constraint is equivalent 
to a canonical constraint defined as follows. 
5.5. Definition Let TE be an algebraic category, then a canonical constraint on I$ 
(that constrains Tg to DO) is a constraint of the form 
cw u* 9 W( u,, w u,, WN. 
That is, the constraint consists of morphisms 
where 
U, : (TF, 0,) + (T& DO) is designated weak (so Dr, = CWk( U, 
Uz : (TF, D,) + (TF, D2) is designated weak (so 
0 &:(T& D2)+(Tt, D3) is 
persistent objects in T& an 3) = the category of all Q-free objects 
in T!). 
Before we get to that theorem we shall first show that any possible canonical 
constraint is, in fact, a well-defined constraint, and we shall give two key lemmas. 
.6. osition. Let be an algebraic ategory. Then a fly triple r of algebraic functors 
“3 
T+- 
e canonical constraint on 
determined by the U,-persi 
re specijically, wh 
ects, 7 constrains 
. Clearly, it will su I, 2, and such that 
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satisfies the above definition of canonical constraint. But clearly there is exactly one 
choice, namely 
3 = g = the category of all U,-persistent objects in 
he category of all U3- free objects i
1) = CWk( U* 9 W( u,, St( 6, ml 
just as desired. 0 
We now give two lemmas that will be needed to prove the main result, the first 
lemma is purely technical, the second is the key to the relationship between linear 
and compound constraints. 
Consider the diagram 
where ( VI, Vz> is a pullback in Weak for ( UI, U2). Then we haoe 
(1) if U, is a strong morphism, then so is VWI; 
=Cwk(U,, 3), then D2 = CWk( V;, D4); 
(3) ifD2=VVk(U,, D,), the- &=Wk(V,, OS). 
roof. Part (1) is just Proposition 4.9. 
proof for part (2), goes as follows. By Proposition 4.12, it suffices to show 
the replete closure of D4V2. We know, by the definition of wWeak, that 
. So say there exists d E ID21 not in the replete closure of D4 I$. Then, 
= the replete closure of D3 U2), there exists a d’ E 1 D31 
such that d’ Uz = d U1 . 
Now, we can construct d* = d and d’* = d’ such that d* UI = d’* Uz, so, in effect, 
we may assume dU, = d’ CI,. (The construction depends only on the fact that UI 
and U2 are algebraic and consists essentially of replacing all isomorphic sets by 
equal sets and appropriately modifying the operations-a tedious and unenlighten- 
ing process not interesting enough to put in print.) 
But then, since V, , Vz, is a pullback in , there exists d’ E 4 such that d’ V, = d’ 
and d N V2 = d, contradicting the choice of d; thus, 4 V, and (2) is proved 
To prove part (3), it suffices, by Proposition 4.12, to show th 
,I}. So say there exists a t E I !j such that tV1 E 
e we have a pullback, tV2 U2 = tVI Uz. But 
(={d I dU, E D,}, by Proposition 4.12). Cl 
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the same direction and the same designation. en there xists a single linear constraint 
of length n + 1 which constrains 1 j E J). Indeed, if the i-th morphism 
in kj is Uj,i, then the resulting CO thas Ui+l=n(Uj,iijEJ)for i=l,...,n, and 
U, is the diagonal mapping from into the J-fold product SF Tb with itse!( with 
designation weak;. 
roof. Follows from Proposition 4.7, Corollary 4.10, and the observation that since 
UI is the diagonal functor, UI designated weak implies 
={t&‘itE$foralljEJ}. 
That UI is algebraic follows from the fact that U, is the mediating morphism 
U1 : Tb + ( Tb)’ for the J-indexed family of functors Tb + b and from the proof of 
Proposition 4.7, which shows that Weak is small complete. Cl 
We now come to the main theorem. 
5.9. Theorem. Ail compound constraints can be rep&cd by e@ualent canonical 
constraints. 
Proof. We begin by restricting our attention to linear constraints. 
We first note that if Ui : (I”!, Di) + (Ty- ,, Di-1) is designated strong so that I)!_ 1 = 
CSt( Ui, Di), then, by Proposition 4.12 and the definitions of CSt and CWk, we see 
that Di_1 = CWk( Ui, Di), so we can always change the designation to weak, or, in 
other words, we can change all occurr~~es of GSt to CWk. 
Second we note that, if Sri and Ui-1 are morphisms in a linear constraint that ‘go 
in the same direction’ and have the same designation, then, since eak and Strong 
are categories and so closed under composition, there is an equivalent linear 
constraint in which they are replaced by a single morphism of the same designation. 
Thus we need only consider linear constraints in which either the ‘direction’ or the 
designation of the morphisms change from i to i - 1. 
We are now in the situation that if we have morphisms 
(TP, Di)L (l’-1, ) i-2 3 
then Ui is necessarily designated weak, but Ui-1 could be weak or strong. But Lemma 
5.7 shows that we can replace Ui and UiL1 by morphisms vl: and v-1: 
where Vi has the same designation as Ui-1 and Vi-1 has the same designation as 
Uiv and the resulting constrai PII-defined. is allows us to ‘pu 
pointing morphisms (i.e., Ui : 
linear constraint in which all the right 
urthermore, by virtue of our earlie 
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designated weak, and so can be replaced by a single right-pointing morphism 
designated weak. Finally, we can adjust the left-pointing mo.phisms so they are 
designated alternately strong and weak. 
Now, if there are only two left-pointing morphism, the first (the leftmost) desig- 
nated strong, the second weak, then we are done. If this is not the case, then either 
the first morphism is designated weak and/or there are fewer (or more), than two 
left-pointing morphisms. We proceed by cases. 
First of all, if the leftmost morphism U, : TIP_, --p TE is designated wea 
can remedy that by appending 1,. l T: + Tb, (pointing left-ward) to the 
the sequence, and designating it as strong. This will result in an equivalen 
since every element of Tb, is l,-persistent. 
Now assume that we have a constraint b consisting of (at least) four let 
morphisms, the leftmost being designated strong. 
where U, and U,,_2 are designated strong, while Un-, and S& are designated 
weak. Then, we claim that b (as a constraint on Tt‘ “+,) is equivalent o the conjunction 
of the constraints k, and k2 
u u 
kl T!& 1 T:w3 
n-3 
- T!L, 
where V = U,,_3 U,,_* U,-, , and where Un+ and U,, are again designated strong, 
while U,,_, and V are designated weak. Now, if this is so, then, by Lemma 5.8 
above, we can replace k1 n k, by an equivalent constraint on Tb,+ consisting of a 
triple of morphisms, the leftmost designated strong and the other two 
by composing the two weak morphisms we can reduce the whole to an 
constraint consisting of just a pair of morphisms, the leftmost designat 
and the other weak. 
But the claim is easily seen to be true, for, by inspection, we see that 
b defines the category of all A E 1 “1 such that AU, is Q-free and AU, U& is 
&-free; 
k, defines the category of all A ‘1 such that AU, is Q-free; 
k, defines the category of all A E such that A U1 U2 U, is &free, and it trivially 
follows that k is the conjunction of ki and kZ. Thus the claim is proved and SO 
any constraint consisting of four or more left-pointing morphisms with the leftmost 
designated strong can be reduced to an equivalent one with fewer than four 
left-pointing morphisms and with the leftmost morphism designated strong by 
lications of this construction. 
have exactly three left-pointing morphisms 
6 
n-2 
b 
n-3. 
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Then it is easy to see that this is equivalent to the constraint with four left-pointin 
morphisms that we get by inserting a left-pointing copy of the identity 
as shown 
and designating it weak, for, as is easily seen, for any constrained 
The next case is that there is exactly one morphism and it is designated strong, 
but then, as above, we need only insert an identity morphism on the right. 
The final case is that there are no left-pointing morphisms, but in that case it 
suffices to insert two copies of the identity morphism with appropriate designations. 
That completes the proof for linear constraints. But the general case for compound 
constraints then immediately follows since any compound constraint can be trans- 
formed step-by-step into an equivalent linear constraint by, a& each step, picking a 
subconstraint consisting of a conjunction of linear constraints, changing each of 
the linear constraints to a canonical’ constraint, and then applying Lemma 5.8 to 
replace this conjunction by a single linear constraint. Cl 
6. Some examples of the use of constraints 
In this section we give examples of specifications using 
together with constriant expressions to specify initial and 
We shall employ the following eight presentations: 
equational presentations 
polymorphic data types. 
BOOL= 
sorb: BOOL 
operations: 
T: + BOOL 
F: + BOOL 
1: BOOL+ BOOL 
v: BOOLx BOOL+ BOOL 
equations: 
l(T)=F, l(F)=T 
v(T,T)=T,v(T,F)=T, 
v(F,T)=T,v(F,F)=F. 
= 
sorts: NAT 
operations: 
8: *NAT 
S: NAT-, NAT 
equations: none 
NAT-EQ = NAT+ 
sorts: none 
operations: 
lt: NATx NAT+ BOOL 
eq: NATx NAT+ BOOL 
equations: 
lt(n, 0) = F 
lt(0, S(n)) = T 
lt(n, P) = lt(S(n), S(P)) 
eq(n, p) = 3 v(lt(n, B)? lt(p, 4)) 
+ 
ins: NATx SET+ SET 
del: NATx SET+ SET 
el: NAT x SET-, BOOL 
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equations: 
el(n, @) = F 
el(n, ins( p, s)) = v(eq(n, p), eO, s)) 
eh deb 4) 
= i( v(eq(n, p), l(el(n, 4))) 
s 
sorts: none 
operations: 
pk: SET-, NAT 
equations: 
pk(0) = 0 
el(pk(ins( n, s)), ins( n, s)) = T 
2 = NAT-EQ + 
sorts; SET 
operations: 
0: +SET 
ins: NATx SET+ SET 
del: NAT x SET+ SET 
el: NATx SET+ BOOL 
if: BOOL x SET x SET-, SET 
(we shall write “if( B, S, , S2)” as 
‘“if B then S, else S2”) 
equations: 
if F then S, else S2 = Sz 
ins(n, ins(p, S)) = if eq( n, p) then 
Ise ins( p, ins( n, S)) 
deE( n, ins( pg S)) = if eq(n, p) then 
se ins( p, del( n, S)) 
+ 
sorts: SET 
operations: 
0: *SET 
ins: NATx SET-, SET 
del: NATx SET-, SET 
el: NAT x SET-, BOOL 
equations: none 
B=EMPTY= 
sorts: none 
operations: none 
equations: none 
While the above’informal notation for presentations is fairly straightforward, we 
note that the intended meaning of expressions uch as “NAT-EQ = NAT + BOO 
is that the %-ma! prest tation for the theory NAT-EQ contains all the sorts, 
operations, dnd equations from the presentations for NAT and BOOL plus the 
additional sorts (none, in this case), operations, and equations given in the remainder 
of the presentation. 
All the algebraic functors that we shall use in constraint expressions correspond 
to injsctive presentation morphisms (see Section 2). Given presentations PI and P2 
(for theories T1 and Tz respectively) recall that the inclusion P, 6 P2 induces an 
algebraic functor UPz,P, : F (note reversal). Rather than write out the constraint 
expressions we shall represent hem diagramatically in the manner indicated in the 
first two examples which give both the expressions and the diagrams. 
Using constraint expressions we can define the following nonparameterized (initial 
or polymorphic) data types: 
(1) The initial data type of natural numbers is given by the constraint expressions 
St( hAT 0, , b, or by the corresponding constraint diagram 
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(2) A polymorphic data type of finite-sets-of-natural-numbers is given by the 
constraint expression 
m( &ET-IsNAT-EQ, twk( UNAT-EQ.NATs st( &AT,@, 0”)) 
/‘? w( uNAT.~EQ,BOOL, st( bOOL,B, fib)))) 
or by the corresponding constraint diagram 
LNAT 
\\” wk 
NAT-EQ - . 
/ 
St / Wk 
OL 
The resulting polymorphic data type includes the algebras corresponding to the 
implementations of finite-sets-of-natural- numbers as strings, bags, or actual sets, of 
natural numbers, so the specification is what is sometimes called a ‘loose 
specification’. 
(3) The constraint diagrams 
St 0- SET-P z SET- 
and 
St / Wk 
B- OOL 
both yield polymorphic data types for sets-of-natural-numbers-with-a-pick-function. 
In the first case, the sets-of-natural-numbers are given in a noninitial, term-like 
representation, in the second case the specification is ‘loose’. 
(4) The constraint diagram 
provides a different polymorphic version of finite-sets-of-natural-numbers-here the 
sets are actual sets (up to isomorphism) but the “el” operation is only constrained 
to the degree that its target will be the set {T, }, i.e., that it will 
(5) Using CM% and intersection we can co 1 and SET-2, via 
to get a data type where “the sets are sets” an “ele 
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This is done by the constraint d&gram 
a- ” NAT-EQ wk SET- 
CWk 
\ 
SET-3 
--% NAT-E 
corresponding to the expression 
cw( &ET-, , SET-39 w( ~-h--I,NAT-EQ, st( &W-EQ.49, @‘))) 
* cm( USET-&SET-3, mi USET-Z.NAT-EQ, w CJNAT-EQ,II). sbN)* 
All of the above examples have fairly simple canonical forms. But there is still 
an advantage to using compound constraints, namely that it provides a convenient 
framework in which to develop new specifications from old ones, that is, it lends 
itself naturally to the hierarchical development of new data types. 
7. Connzlusfola 
In this paper we have begun a systematic discussion of constraints which have 
been used in connection with algebraic specifications in the last few years. On the 
one hand, constraints are necessary in the framework of algebraic specifications 
with initial algebra semantics in order to study a sufficiently large class of parameter- 
ized specifications (see [ 121). A number of basic examples, however, can be studied 
in the basic algebraic case without constraints (see [t 1,3]). The experience up to 
now has shown that we need constraints for the formal parameter part once we 
have BooI in the formal part and an if-then-else operation in the body part of the 
speci$cation. In most of these cases simple linear constraints seem to be sufficient 
for the specification of the formal parameter parts. Looking also at parameter passing 
we obtain, in a natural way, linear and compound constraints. In [S, 91 we have 
studied algebraI< specifications -with generating constraints which are not necessarily 
?‘reely generated. Generating constraints are similar to hierarchy constrainrs in the 
sense of the CIP Language Group. From the category point of view we have studied 
in [S, 91 a less rigorous case without closure under isomorphisms, but we have an 
additional syntactical level for generating, and freely generating, constraints. The 
canonical form results in all cases are very similar. Constraints are generally necessary 
in the context of algebraic specifications with loose semantics as used in the algebraic 
specifications languages of Hupbach, Kaphengst, and Reichel [7], Burstall and 
Goguen (CLEA in [2]), Zilles, Lucas and Thatcher (LOOK in [ 13, 14]), and 
Wirsing (ML in [lo]). I.?D to now, in most of these languages only sets of simple 
linear constraints are used. Since sets of constraints, as we have shown, can be 
reduced to a single equ;Aent constraint, it would be theoretically sufficient to 
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consider just one constraint for each presentation. owef’er, general linear and 
compound constraints arise naturally in the process of bu $&rig up specifications 
with constraints. The results of this paper can be used to reduce compound con- 
straints to equivalent canonical forms. 
Finally, let us mention that all the constraints studied in this paper are still 
algebraic, in constrast o logical requirements which may be considered for require- 
ment specifications (see [ 123). It is this algebraic quality that makes it reasonable 
to allow such constraints as components of algebraic specifications. 
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